Another Thing Coming

for the WRJ Civil Rights Journey

words & music by Kyra Goldman
transcribed by Ross Wolman

\( j = 88 \)

\( \text{guitar capo 4} \)

\( A \)

\[ \text{stomp! stomp!} \]

\[ \text{stomp! stomp!} \]

\[ \text{VERSE 1 & 2} \]

\( E \)

\( A^b \)

1. Hey now, you didn't think that we were done?
2. Hey now, you didn't think that we were through?

\( E \)

\( A^b \)

saw you take a victory lap and laugh and think you'd won. But some learn the
hope you didn't underestimate what we would do. Do you hear

\( A \)

\( D^b \)

hard way thunder?

\( E \)

\( A^b \)

they've got another thing.

\( E \)

\( A^b \)

That's our feet

\( \text{coming.} \)

\( \text{drumming!} \)
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CHORUS

We are, we are, we are, we are, another thing coming.

We are, we are, we are, we are, another thing coming.

We are, we are, we are, we are, W - R - J.

We've spoken out for Civil Rights back when and we will do it again today.

1. Play opening guitar riff

stomp! stomp! stomp! stomp! stomp! stomp!

2.

BRIDGE

We are loud!

We are empowered. We are empowered. This crowd.

This crowd is kicking up a storm cloud. We are loud!

kick-ing up a storm cloud! yeah! mm
**CHORUS**
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D  
Gb  
A  
Db  
E  
Ab  

We are, we are, we are, we are, we are another thing coming.
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D  
Gb  
A  
Db  
E  
Ab  

We are, we are, we are, we are, we are another thing coming.
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D  
Gb  
A  
Db  
E  
Ab  

We are, we are, we are, we are, we are
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D  
Gb  
A  
Db  
E  
Ab  

We’ve spoken out for Civil Rights back when and we will do it again today.

**Play opening guitar riff**
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E  
Ab  

stomp! stomp! stomp! stomp! stomp! stomp!